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General Chemistry 
Donald A. McQuarrie and Peter A. Rock 
Thoroughly revrsed and updated, thrs maJor 
textbook for marnstream chemrstry courses, 
focuses on pnnCiples while interweavrng the most 
rmportant facets of desmptrve chemrstry. It rs 
now available, for the frrst trme, as an 
lnternatronal Student Edrtron. 
March 1991, 1,184 pages, 793 ill us, board, £42.95; ISE, 
£19.95 

Quantitative Chemical Analysis 
Daniel C. Harris 
Written rn a clear, informal style that will appeal 
to students and rnstructors alike, this text rs 
desrgned for students wrth a background rn 
general chemrstry who are prepanng for work rn 
related frelds (such as the lrfe scrences) or for 
advanced studies rn chemrstry. 
March 1991,758 pages, 419 illus, board, £42.95; paper, 
£21.95 

Universe 
William J. Kaufmann Ill 
Thoroughly updated, the Thrrd Edrtron of thrs text 
still offers an outstandrngfull-colour illustratron 
programme, and has retamed rts hrghly acclaimed 
exposrtron, noted for rts clanty and a sense of 
excitement 
January 1991, 656 pages, 710 illus, board, £27.95 

One-dimensional and Two
dimensional NMR Spectra by 
Modern Pulse Techniques 
Edited by Kojl Nakanishi 
This unrque collectron of selected spectra is a 
surtable gurde for professro~al NMR 
spectroscoprsts and students. Usrng a prcture 
book format and mrnrmal theory, each example rs 
arcompemed by brref comments 
University Science Books 
November 1990, 234 pages, paper, £29.95 

The Hour of Our Delight 
Cosm1c Evolution. Order. and C omplex1ty 
Hubert Reeves 
Hubert Reeves, one of France's most 
drstrngurshed researchers and well-known 
popularrzer of scrence, examrnes the evolution of 
our Unrverse, desmbrng the rncreasmgly 
organrzed structure of matter and our own 
specres' climb up the ladder of complexrty. The 
Hour of Our Oelrght won the prestrgrous Prrx 
Blarse Pascal and rs now publrshed rn Englrsh for 
the frrst trme 
May 1991,246 pages, 20 illus. board, £14.95 

The Shadows of Creation 
Dark Mattt>r and the Structure of the Urrrver<,c 
Michael Riordan and David N. Schramm 
Foreword by Stephen Hawking 
More than nrnety percent ot the Unrverse rs 
unseen, unknown .. yet there IS conv1nc1ng 
evrdence that rt exrsts- as somethrng called "dark 
matter" lorn Mrchael Rrordan and Davrd 
Schramm as they explore thrs most remarkable 
mystery of the decade, descrrbrng efforts 
underway at observatones, laboratories, and 
partrcle collrders to determrne the nature of dark 
matter 
Apri11991, 278 pages, 62 ill us, board, £15.95 

Fractals, Chaos, Power Laws 
Mmutes from dll lrrfir1rte Paradrse 
Manfred Schroeder 
Fractals, Chaos, Power Laws reveals the 
fascinat1ng consequences of new. 1ns1ghts into the 
realm at symmetry. The reader wrll explore the 
surpns1ng presence of self -similar symmetnes 1n 
phys1cs, chemistry, mus1c, and the v1sual arts 
March 1991,429 pages, 196 illus, board, £24.95 

Discovering Enzymes 
David Dressier and Huntington Potter 
Davrd Dressier and Huntrngton Potter convey the 
excitement of SCientifiC detective work as they 
show how the attempt to understand alcoholrc 
fermentatron led to the drscovery ot enzymes, 
how the key to enzymatrc functron was 
uncovered, and how enzyrnes_ are ISOlated and 
studred at the molecular level 
Scientific Amencan Library 
January 1991, 263 pages, 150 ill us, board, £16.95 

The Science of Words 
George A. Miller 
The Scrence of Words offers both hrstorrcal 
perspectrve and future prospects for 
psycholrngurstrcs, whrle deepenrng our 
understanding of the relat1ons among words, 
language, thought, and the human brain 
Scientific American library 
May 1991,276 pages, 96 illus, board, £16.95 

For details about the latest Readrngs from 
5Cientrfrc Amerrcan please call 0865-726975 or 
wrrte to the address below 

rnW H Freeman 
20 Beaumont Street, Oxford OX1 2NQ 
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Nonlinear 
explanations 
Robert M. May 

Fractals, Chaos, Power Laws: Minutes 
from an Infinite Paradise. By Manfred 
Schroeder. Freeman: 1991. Pp.429. 
£24.95, $32.95. 

ONE of my ambitions is to write an essay on 
why some books about science - Hawking, 
Penrose, Gleick- succeed beyond all reson
able expectation, whereas others languish. 
My problem is that, like the publishers them
selves, I can explain these successes in retro
spect better than in prospect. Easier to 
understand is the 'Jaws II' syndrome, 
whereby one book that has captured the 
popular imagination is followed by others 
that amplify the theme. 

Which brings us to Fractals, Chaos, Power 
Laws: Minutes from an Infinite Paradise by 
Manfred Schroeder. The general level and 
style suggest that Schroeder is targeting an 
audience of mathematically literate scien
tists, aiming to go beyond James Gleick and 
others both in dealing with a wider range of 
topics and in treating them in greater depth. 
Although the title leads off with Fractals, 
Chaos, much of the emphasis is on scaling 
phenomena or Power Laws and on their per
vasive occurrence in physics, chemistry, biol
ogy, music and elsewhere. 

I found the book very engaging, but also 
very exasperating. Schroeder covers a vast 
amount ofterritory, much of it going beyond 
what previous books have made familiar. 
There are, for example, interesting discus
sions of scaling and symmetry in relation to 
"acousticians, alchemy, and concert halls", 
to Bach "composing on all scales", to trees, 
rivers, arteries, lungs, and stock markets. Old 
gambling paradoxes are discussed in relation 
to new themes. Some of the exposition is 
rather demanding, yet will reward those who 
persist: how to determine fractal dimensions 
from time series or fracture surfaces, or 
how to compute the dimension of a strange 
attractor. 

The subtitle exemplifies the more exasper
ating aspects of the book. Minutes from an 
Infinite Paradise is a marvellous phrase, butl 
still have no clue how it relates to the book's 
contents. Far too many of the explanations 
are themselves nonlinear (you cannot under
stand any of it unless you understand all of 
it); some passages are excessively telegra
phic, whereas others meander. For instance, 
there are 32 pages on the quadratic map, 
which go into some of the fascinating details 
of its cascades of period doubling and its ap-

• An Eye for Fractals: A Graphic and Photo
graphic Essay by Michael McGuire has just 
been published by Addison-Wesley at 
$29.95, £24.75. It contains 90 black and 
white photographs plus an annotated biblio
graphy. 

parently chaotic behaviour. Despite the 
generous length, I found this discussion hard 
to follow, and the description of 
"chaos ... interleaved with periodic win
dows" left me with the impression that the 
author does not really understand what is 
going on in this regime. Earlier popular
izations of chaos have been criticized for 
giving insufficient credit to non-American 
workers. Schroeder discusses early Russian 
work, but does not mention the yet earlier 
work of the Finn Myrberg, nor of the French; 
given the abundance of references and other 
scholarly apparatus in this book, such omis
sions are less excusable than in earlier books. 

At the telegraphic extreme is a chapter 
entitled 'Percolation: from Forest Fires to 
Epidemics', where the word epidemic is used 
in the third and the second to last para
graphs, but epidemics as such are never dis
cussed. In the chapter on 'Noises: White, 
Pink, Brown, and Black', Schroeder refers to 
a recent paper by Redfearn and Pimm (see 
Nature 334, 613-615; 1988) as showing 
that fluctuations in terrestrial animal popula
tions get larger as the observation interval 
lengthens. In fact, this paper has stimulated a 
lively correspondence, and its conclusions 
are by no means apodictic. Schroeder's point 
is, however, illustrated unambiguously by 
the pink noise spectrum characteristic of en
vironmental fluctuations in the sea, which 
are not mentioned. These criticisms, and 
others that could be made, might look nit
picking, but - given the softness in the areas 
I know well - I am left wondering whether 
the book's admirably wide coverage has 
been achieved at the expense of consistent 
accuracy. 

Schroeder was one of the first people to 
see the purely artistic possibilities inherent in 
computer graphics. Indeed, he won first 
prize at the International Computer Art Ex
hibition in 1969. The graphics in this book 
are thus excellent, and the inset of nine 
coloured figures would be stunning if earlier 
coffee-table chaos books and calenders had 
not already spoiled us. I especially like the 
illustration, and supporting analysis, of the 
fractal basins of attraction generated by 
Newton's iterative method applied to z3 = 1. 
And those not already familiar with the 
Mandelbrot Set will enjoy the illustration of 
fat little Mandelbrots nested one within the 
other, an infinite regression that gives a kind 
of concreteness to pre-scientific visions of 
life not coded by DNA but rather unfolding 
from generation to generation through suc
cessive homunculi, nested like Russian dolls 
inside the egg. 

More than other recent books in its 
general area, this book conveys a sense of the 
broad sweep of recent work on chaos, frac
tals and scaling laws. Read in this spirit, as an 
impressionistic guidebook and not as a map, 
it is fun. D 

Robert M. May is in the Department of 
Zoology, Oxford University, South Parks Road, 
Oxford, OX1 3PS, UK. 
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